We propose a new negation rule for logic programming which derives existentially closed negative literals, and we de ne a version of completion for which this rule is sound and complete. The rule is called \Negation As Instantiation" (NAI). According to it, a negated atom succeeds whenever all the branches of the SLD-tree for the atom either fail or instantiate the atom. The set of the atoms whose negation is inferred by the NAI rule is proved equivalent to the complement of TC # !, where TC is the immediate consequence operator extended to nonground atoms (Falaschi et al., 1989) . The NAI rule subsumes negation as failure on ground atoms, it excludes oundering and can be e ciently implemented. We formalize this way of handling negation in terms of SLDNI-resolution (SLD-resolution with Negation as Instantiation). Finally, we amalgamate SLDNI-resolution and SLDNF-resolution, thus obtaining a new resolution procedure which is able to treat negative literals with both existentially quanti ed variables and free variables, and we prove its correctness.
1 Introduction SLD-resolution and the models a la Tarski of a de nite logic program P, are used to characterize, respectively, the operational and the declarative meaning of P with respect to the positive literals. In order to infer also negative literals, Clark (1978) introduced the Negation As Failure rule (NAF), which still nowadays represents the most widely used treatment of negation in logic programming. The declarative semantics of NAF is given in terms of the completion Comp(P ) of a de nite program P. We recall the classical results:
A 7 ?! 2 ) P j = 8A
(soundness of success) P j = A ) 9 s.t. A 7 ?! 2 (completeness of success)
A nitely fails , Comp(P ) j = 8:A
(soundness and completeness of failure). These results are, however, somehow restrictive. There are essentially two limits:
1. One of the fundamental aspects of a logic program, i.e. the computed answer substitutions, are not characterized. 2. Only a small part of the negative information which could be drawn from a program is inferred, namely the universally closed negative literals. The former ts into the more general problem of capturing, by means of suitable models, the socalled observable properties of a program (Falaschi et al., 1993) and has been tackled and solved by Falaschi et al. (1989) . In the mentioned paper a new declarative semantics based on interpretations containing non-ground atoms was de ned, and two di erent interpretation notions (the S-semantics and the C-semantics) were introduced. In particular it was shown that one of the two models (the S-semantics), allows for precisely characterizing the set of computed answer substitutions.
This paper improves the situation with respect to the second limitation, by presenting a new rule which allows us to derive existentially closed negative literals. This rule works as follows: 9:A is inferred when all derivations for A either fail or instantiate some of the variables of A.
The declarative justi cation of this inference is given in terms of an appropriate reference theory and the characterization of the set of existentially closed negative atoms is given in terms of the immediate consequence operator of the C-semantics.
The basic idea is the following. If all derivations for A in a program P either fail or instantiate some of the variables of A, then 8A is not a logical consequence of the Clark's completion of P, Comp(P ) (Clark, 1978) . Therefore it is consistent to infer :8A, namely 9:A. We want to extend now the theory Comp(P ) in order to validly infer 9:A. To this purpose, note that if every branch of the SLD-tree for P f Ag either fails or instantiates some of the variables of A, then for a grounding substitution instantiating all variables to distinct fresh constants, the SLD-tree for P f A g nitely fails. Thus, by the soundness of NAF, we can deduce :A , and nally 9:A.
Therefore, to obtain the appropriate reference theory, it is su cient to extend the underlying language by in nitely many constant symbols, and consider the completion of P over the extended language L, Comp L (P). Based on this concept of \ nite instantiation" we de ne a new negation rule which we call Negation As Instantiation (NAI) and an operational semantics for negation, the Failure by Finite Instantiation set (the FFI set), consisting of all the atoms whose existentially quanti ed negation can be inferred. The xpoint characterization of the FFI set is obtained by using the C-semantics, and this leads to the following analogies with the standard semantics. Let SS be the (ground) success set, FF the (ground) nitely failure set and B the standard Herbrand base. Furthermore, let T be the standard immediate consequence operator and T C the immediate consequence operator of the C-semantics, as de ned in Falaschi et al. (1989) . Then: SS = fA j A is ground and A " 7 ?! 2g
(1) = fA j A is ground and P j = Ag = M (the least Herbrand model) = T "!; and FF = fA j A is ground and there exists a nitely failed SLD-tree for P f Ag g
= fA j Comp(P ) j = :Ag = B n T #!:
The set of non-ground atoms which can be refuted with an empty computed answer substitution is shown in Falaschi et al. (1989 Falaschi et al. ( ,1993 to be equivalent to the set of (universally quanti ed) atomic consequences (called here NESS for Non-ground Empty computed answer substitutions Success Set), and to the least xpoint of T C . Thus we have NESS = fA j A " 7 ?! 2g = fA j P j = 8Ag = T C "!: Now, denoting by B v the Herbrand base extended with non-ground atoms, we will show that FFI = fA j there exists a nitely instantiating SLD-tree for P f Ag g = fA j Comp L (P) j = :8Ag = B v n T C #!:
Therefore FFI is the negative counterpart of NESS in the same way FF is the negative counterpart of SS. We then consider the application of the NAI rule to programs containing existentially closed negative queries in the bodies of the clauses. We extend SLD-resolution by adding the NAI rule to solve these subgoals, thus obtaining what we call SLDNI-resolution, and we show that it is correct w.r.t. Comp L (P). Concerning completeness, SLDNI-resolution does not present the problem of oundering, but still the existence of non-terminating computations is an obstacle, as in the case of SLDNF-resolution. The two approaches to negation, NAF and NAI, are in a sense orthogonal, hence they can be combined smoothly. We propose an amalgamation of these notions which should combine the advantages of both of them. The resulting system, SLDNFI-resolution, is still correct. It is however not complete, as one might expect, since it results from the combination of two incomplete methods.
One drawback of the approaches mentioned so far (SLDNF, SLDNI and SLDNFI) is that they are not able to compute bindings for the variables in negative subgoals.
To solve the problem of getting bindings for negative literals, other approaches have been proposed, such as constructive negation (Chan, 1988) . Our extension has the advantage that the implementation of the NAI rule is very simple and can be obtained by a small modi cation of the NAF rule.
Plan of the paper
The next section introduces the terminology and the basic results concerning the semantics of logic programs. In Section 3 the notion of Failure by Instantiation is introduced and characterized both in terms of T C , and model-theoretically, in terms of an appropriate completion of the program.
In section 4 we extend the NAI rule to a kind of general programs, called 9:general programs, thus de ning SLDNI-resolution, which is shown correct. Finally, in Section 5 we propose an amalgamation of SLDNF and SLDNI-resolution, and we show its correctness.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall the terminology and the basic results in the semantics of logic programs.
A language consists of three disjoint sets: a set Con of function symbols (data constructors), a set Pred of predicate symbols and a set Var of variable symbols. Each symbol in Con and Pred is associated with a number representing its arity.
Let Term be the set of terms t; u : : : built on Con and Var. The Herbrand universe U is the set of all ground terms. A substitution is a mapping : Var ! Term such that the set Dom( ) = fx j (x) 6 = xg (domain of ) is nite. The codomain of is the set Cod( ) = ft j t 2 Term and 9x 2 Dom( ) such that t = (x)g. For a set of variables V , the restriction of to V , denoted by jV , is the substitution de ned by jV (x) = (x) if x 2 V , and jV (x) = x otherwise.
The empty substitution is denoted by ". Given a term t and a substitution , t denotes the term obtained by replacing every variable x in t by (x). The composition of the substitutions and is de ned as (x) = x . The pre-ordering on substitutions is de ned as i there exists 0 such that 0 = . The associate equivalence relation is called renaming.
The set Atom is a set of objects A; B : : : of the form p(t 1 ; : : :; t n ), where p is a predicate with arity n, and 8i 2 1; n]; t i 2 Term. A literal is either an atom or the negation of an atom. The Herbrand Base B is the set of all ground atoms. The application of the substitution to the atom A is denoted by A . The relation A A 0 (A is more general than A 0 ) holds i there exists such that A = A 0 . The relation is a preorder, and the associated equivalence relation (still called renaming) will be denoted by .
We use 8A, 9A to denote respectively 8x 1 ; : : :; 8x n :A and 9x 1 ; : : :; 9x n :A, where x 1 ; : : :; x n are all the variables occurring in A. Two atoms A and A 0 are uni able i there exists a substitution such that A = A 0 . Such substitution is called uni er of A and A 0 . If A and A 0 are uni able, then there exists a smallest uni er w.r.t. , apart from renaming, which is called the most general uni er (mgu) of A and A 0 , and denoted by mgu(A; A 0 ). The notion of mgu generalizes to sequences of atoms or terms in the obvious way.
A de nite clause is a formula H B 1 ; : : :; B n (n 0), where H and the B i 's are atoms, \ " and \," denote logic implication and conjunction respectively, and all variables are universally quanti ed. H is the head of the clause and B 1 ; : : :; B n is the body. If the body is empty then the clause is a unit clause. A de nite Horn program, (or simply program), is a nite set of de nite clauses P = fC 1 ; : : :; C n g. A goal G is a formula A 1 ; : : :; A m , where each A i is an atom. We will often refer to them as positive programs and goals.
Given a goal G of the form A 1 ; : : :; A m , and a program P, a derivation step G 7 ?! G 0 is possible if there exists a clause H B 1 ; : : :B n which is obtained by renaming in an appropriate way (see later) one of the clauses in P, such that = mgu(A i ; H 7 ?! G n , with n 0. We denote such a derivation by G 7 ?! G n , with = if n = 0, and = ( 0 1 : : : n?1 ) j x if n 0, where x are the variables of G. In the following, the notation x will be used to indicate both a set fx 1 ; : : :; x n g and a sequence x 1 ; : : :; x n . The rule which associates to each (occurrence of) a goal in a derivation the selected atom is called selection rule. When used in a derivation step, a clause has to be renamed so to contain no variables in common with any goal occurring in the pre x of the derivation until that step (standardization apart). Without loss of generality, we will assume that each mgu generated in a derivation is idempotent (i.e. = ) and relevant (i.e. a ects only variables which occur in the atoms to be uni ed). If G 7 ?! 2, where 2 is the empty goal, the derivation is a SLD-refutation, and is the corresponding computed answer substitution (c.a.s.). An SLD-derivation is failed if it is nite, maximal (i.e. it is not the pre x of a longer derivation) and it is not a refutation. A derivation is fair if it is either nite or every atom which occurs in it is eventually selected.
An SLD-tree for P fGg is a way of representing all derivations for G in P via a xed selection rule R. It is a maximal tree such that (i) the nodes are goals, and the root is G, (ii) the children of a node are all the goals obtained by performing a resolution step with a renamed clause of P whose head is uni able with the atom selected according to R. Note that a branch of an SLD-tree corresponds to an SLD derivation. An SLD-tree is successful if it contains the empty clause, and it is nitely failed if it is nite and not successful. It is fair if all its branches are fair.
We refer to Lloyd (1987) or Apt (1990) for the standard notions of Herbrand base B, Herbrand interpretations I; J; : : : and the immediate consequence operator T.
Following Falaschi et al. (1989 Falaschi et al. ( ,1993 , we summarize now the notion of Herbrand structure enriched with variables, and the corresponding immediate consequence operator.
The Herbrand base with variables is the set of equivalence classes (quotient set) of the set of all atoms with respect to the equivalence relation :
For the sake of simplicity, we denote the equivalence class of an atom with the atom itself.
We introduce the following operators on subsets I v of B v , which will be useful in the following. Down(I v where P ren is the closure of P under renaming and B denotes a sequence of atoms. We de ne the following interpretations
The set of non ground atoms which have a refutation with an empty computed answer substitution is NESS = fA j A " 7 ?! 2g:
We recall the model-theoretic and xpoint characterization of NESS, which extends the results in (1). NESS = fA j P j = 8Ag = M v (the least Herbrand model with variables) = T C "!:
No negative counterpart of NESS has been studied until now. In Levi et al. (1990) the set of non-ground atoms which have a nitely failed computation (NGFF) was introduced and shown equivalent to the set of atoms A such that Comp(P ) j = :9A, where Comp(P ) is the Clark's completion of P (Clark, 1978) . However, Levi et al. (1990) showed that NGFF is the counterpart of the set NGSS = fA j A 7 ?! 2g, which is di erent from NESS.
Failure by instantiation
In this section we present a new notion of failure and, correspondingly, a new (non-ground) failure set to be interpreted as negative information. For this set we give a characterization similar to (2), using the T C operator. Finally we show that this set contains exactly the atoms A for which Comp L (P) j = 9:A, holds, where Comp L (P) is the completion of P with respect to the reference language L (containing in nite constant symbols). This set represents the actual dual set of NESS. The operator var returns the set of variables occurring in an expression (term, atom, goal,: : :). For a substitution and a set of variables V , we de ne the property Inst( ; V ) to hold i strictly instantiates the variables of V .
De nition 3.1 Let V = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, be a substitution and p a predicate symbol of arity n. We say that Inst( ; V ) holds i p(x 1 ; : : :; x n ) 6 p(x 1 ; : : :; x n ). De nition 3.2 (Finitely Instantiating SLD-tree) Let P be a program, G a goal and V var(G). Let TR be an SLD-tree for P fGg. 2. TR is a nitely instantiating SLD-tree for P fGg i 9k 1 s.t. TR instantiates var(G) at level k.
De nition 3.3 (Failure by Finite Instantiation) Let P be a program. The failure by nite instantiation set of P is FFI = fA 2 Atom j there exists a nitely instantiating SLD-tree for P f Agg: In the following we will show that FFI corresponds to the set of atoms not belonging to T C #!. Clark (1978) de ned the Negation As Failure rule, based on the concept of nite failure. We present here a new rule for inferring negative information based on the concept of nite instantiation. We call this rule Negation As Instantiation (NAI) and we de ne it as: A 2 FFI 9:A :
The NAI rule
The NAI rule subsumes the NAF rule in the sense that for ground atoms it coincides with the NAF rule, and furthermore it has the advantage of an e cient implementation. To show that 9:A holds we perform an exhaustive search for a proof of A. If every possible proof fails or instantiates some variables of A (that is if it is possible to construct a nitely instantiating SLD-tree for P f Ag), then 9:A is inferred.
Examples
We show some examples to clarify the possible use of the NAI rule. We consider here positive programs and goals consisting of only one existentially closed negative literal.
Example 3.4 Consider the following programs:
We have:
Comp(P 1 ) j = :p(b); hence Comp(P 1 ) j = 9:p(x);
and Comp(P 2 ) j = 8p(x); hence Comp(P 2 ) j = :9:p(x): There exists a nitely instantiating SLD-tree for P 1 f p(x)g, but not for P 2 f p(x)g. Hence the NAI rule will allow us to derive 9:p(x) in P 1 , and not in P 2 . Note that neither P 1 f p(x)g nor P 2 f p(x)g have a nitely failed SLD-tree, so no conclusion can be drawn by the NAF rule, even when extended to deal with non-ground negative literals as it is done in Apt (1990) , Section 6. This is in accordance with the fact that Comp(P i ) 6 j = 8:p(x) for both i = 1; 2. Example 3.5 The following program de nes a predicate whose third argument is the sum of the others. P = f plus(x; 0; x) ; plus(x; s(y); s(z)) plus(x; y; z) g We have, for instance, that Comp(P ) j = 9:plus(x; s 2 (0); y). From the NAI rule, we can derive 9:plus(x; s 2 (0); y); in fact, P f plus(x; s 2 (0); y)g has a nitely instantiating SLD-tree where the goal variable y results instantiated to s 2 (x). On the other hand, we have that for all n 2 ! Comp(P ) j = :9:plus(x; s n (0); s n (x)) holds, and the NAI rule fails to derive 9:plus(x; s n (0); s n (x)), since P f plus(x; s n (0); s n (x))g has a non-instantiating SLD-refutation.
Let's now consider an example of application of the NAI rule in the case of a nitely instantiating, but in nite, SLD-tree. Example 3.6 Consider the following program P = f p(a) q(x); q(x) q(x) g We have that the SLD-tree for P f p(y)g is in nite, but nitely instantiating. In fact y is instantiated to a already at the second level. Hence the NAI rule allows us to derive 9:p(y), while no conclusion can be derived from the NAF rule, in accordance with the fact that Comp(P ) 6 j = 8:p(y).
On the other hand, the SLD-tree for P f q(y)g is in nite, but not nitely instantiating.
Hence no conclusion for q can be derived either from the NAI or from the NAF rule.
In these examples it is not clear the relation between the NAI rule and the completion of a program; and more in general it is not clear what is the semantical justi cation of such a rule. We will investigate this aspect in Section 3.3, whereas now we will focus on a characterization of FFI in terms of the immediate consequence operator T C .
Fixpoint characterization of failure by instantiation
Let us recall the characterizations of nite failure given in Apt (1990) .
Theorem 3.7 Let P be a program and A a ground atom. Then the following are equivalent: a) A 6 2 T #! b) A 2 FF c) Every fair SLD-tree for P f Ag is nitely failed.
We show that the set FFI enjoys an analogous characterization. In fact, there is a close correspondence between failure by instantiation and nite failure, as we show in this section. The basic idea is that a nitely instantiating tree becomes a nitely failed tree when the variables of the initial goal are replaced by constant symbols not occurring in the program. In fact if the uni cation of A and B requires to instantiate the variables of A, then no uni cation is possible if we replace the variables of A by constant symbols not occurring in B. In order to exploit this relation in the proofs, technically, we have to consider Herbrand structures, T, FF etc. de ned on a language extended with the additional constant symbols.
Given an expression E, a sequence of variables x and a sequence of terms t of the same length, E t= x] denotes the expression obtained from E by replacing verbatim each variable of x by the corresponding term of t. Furthermore, t= x] is the substitution de ned by t= x](y) = (y) t= x]. Proposition 3.8 Let A 2 Atom, let x be the sequence of all variables occurring in A, and let d be a sequence of fresh constant symbols. Assume A 2 FFI . Then A d= x] 2 FF. Proof Note that if P f A d= x]g has a non-failed SLD-derivation, then we obtain a non-failed SLD-derivation for P f Ag by replacing verbatim the occurrences of symbols of d by the corresponding symbols of x in the mgu's and in the goals. The resulting mgu's do not bind x, hence the derivation does not instantiate x. Therefore, A d= x] 6 2 FF ) every SLD-tree TR for P f A d= x]g has a non-failed branch ) every SLD-tree TR 0 for P f A( x)g has a ( nite or in nite) non-failed branch with mgu's 0 ; 1 ; : : : such that 8n: :Inst( 0 n ; x) ) A 6 2 FFI : 2
Let us recall the relation between the operators T and T C given by Levi et al. (1990) .
Lemma 3.9 For every n, T #n = Ground(T C #n) holds. Lemma 3.10 T #! = Ground(T C #!): A d= x] 6 2 T #! ) fLemma 3.10g
A d= x] 6 2 Ground(T C #!) ) fupward closedness of T C #!g A 6 2 T C #!: 2
Observe that the de nition of FFI is existential, in the sense that A 2 FFI i there exists at least a selection rule which gives a nitely instantiating SLD-tree. Since we don't know a-priori which selection rule will have this property, it might be very expensive to check whether A 2 FFI .
Fortunately, as in the case of FF, it is possible to give a universal characterization of FFI in terms of fair SLD-trees. We will see, in fact, that if A 2 FFI then every fair SLD-tree for P f Ag is nitely instantiating. To prove this result we need the following lemma which generalizes the Lemma 5.10 of Apt (1990) . Proof Lemma 5.10 of Apt (1990) states a similar results, the di erence is that it concludes A i 0 n ] T # k, where A] stands for the set of the ground instances of A. The next theorem collects the results of Proposition 3.11, Proposition 3.13 and Remark 3.14 and gives the xpoint characterization of the set FFI.
Theorem 3.15 Consider a program P and let A 2 B v . Then the following are equivalent: a) A 6 2 T C #! b) A 2 FFI c) Every fair SLD-tree for P f Ag is nitely instantiating.
Note that, analogously to (2), we have
Although in the proof we have used Herbrand structures on a language enriched with additional constant symbols, Theorem 3.15 holds also for a T C de ned only on the vocabulary of the program. In fact it is easy to see that the relations between T and T C expressed by Lemmata 3.9 and 3.10 still hold when the domain of T C is restricted to the vocabulary of the program, provided that we replace Ground(T C #n) by Ground(Up(T C #n)), and Ground(T C #!) by Ground(Up(T C #!)), with Up de ned as follows:
where A is an atom in the extended language. The rest of the proofs carries out without modication.
By an obvious generalization of Proposition 3.11 and Proposition 3.13, it is possible to extend the previous theorem to the case of a goal consisting of several atoms. The FFI set is greater than the standard NGFF set. In fact, Levi et al. (1990) 3.3 Model-theoretic characterization of FFI
We give here a validation of the NAI rule in terms of the model-theoretic semantics. First of all, we show that we need to consider a language extended by in nitely many symbols. The reason is that Comp(P ) is not always adequate, in fact in some cases there are models of Comp(P ) which do not contain enough elements.
Example 3.17 Consider the program P = f p(0) ; p(s(x)) p(x) g: The atom p(x) belongs to FFI (hence the NAI rule would infer 9:p(x)), but in some models of Comp(P ) the formula 9:p(x) is false. More precisely, it is false in those models which contain only the elements corresponding to the terms 0; s(0); s(s(0)); : : :.
An obvious solution is to \force" in the models additional elements. In the above example we would need just one, but in general we might need more of them. g: The atom p(x; y) belongs to FFI , but the formula 9:p(x; y) is true only in those models of Comp(P ) which contain at least three distinct elements.
As the previous example shows we must consider a reference language which contains, besides all symbols which might occur in the programs, as many new constant symbols as the number of variables which might occur in the formulae we want to deal with. Since we are interested to extend the results to conjuncts of arbitrary length, it is convenient to consider a language containing in nitely many additional constants symbols d 1 ; d 2 ; : : :; d n ; : : :. We call L this language. An alternative approach would be to consider a language containing at least one constant symbol and one additional unary function symbol.
De nition 3.19 The extended completion of P, Comp L (P), is de ned as IFF (P) CET L , where IFF (P) is the collection of completed de nitions of predicates in P (see Apt, 1990 ) and CET L is the set of the equality and freeness axioms (EA FA) for L, as de ned, for instance, in Shepherdson (1988) . We show now that the assertion Comp L (P) j = 9:A can be appended to the chain of equivalences Comp(P ) j = 9:A ) fProposition 3.20g Comp L (P) j = 9:A: 2 To prove the completeness of the NAI rule we use some results from the literature on the threevalued logic and the Kunen/Fitting immediate consequence operator P . In the following, we indicate by j = 3 the truth in a three-valued model. For the basic de nitions of these notions see, fot instance, Fitting (1985) or Shepherdson (1988) . These results are formulated within a framework which assumes an underlying language containing countably in nite sets of n-adic function symbols and of n-adic predicate symbols, for each n 0. Anyway, for our purposes, it is not necessary to consider such an extension, since the only properties we need are valid for every kind of language.
We use also the following relation between FFI and FF, which is the reverse of Proposition 3.8. Actually it is more general than the reverse, because the variables here can be replaced with ground terms whatsoever. Lemma 3.22 Let A 2 Atom, let x be the sequence of all variables occurring in A, and let t be a sequence of ground terms. Assume A t= x] 2 FF . Then A 2 FFI holds. Proof Assume that P f Ag has a ( nite or in nite) non-failed SLD-derivation with mgu's 0 ; 1 ; : : : such that 8n: :Inst( 0 n ; x). Then we can replace in the goals and in the mgu's of the derivation all occurrences of variables of x by the corresponding terms of t, thus obtaining a non-failed SLD-derivation for P f A t= x]g. Therefore, A 6 2 FFI ) every SLD-tree TR for P f Ag has a ( nite or in nite) non-failed branch with mgu's 0 ; 1 ; : : : such that 8n: :Inst( 0 n ; x)
) every SLD-tree TR 0 for P f A t= x]g has a non-failed branch ) A t= x] 6 2 FF : 2
We can now prove the completeness of FFI. Proof Let x be the sequence of variables occurring in A.
Comp L (P) j = 9:A ) fTheorem 38 in Shepherdson (1988) g Comp L (P) j = 3 9:A ) fTheorem 4.1 in Kunen (1989)g 9:A is true in P "n; for some n )
:A t= x] is true in P "n for some ground terms t )
A t= x] is false in P "n ) fLemma 6 in Shepherdson (1988) Theorem 3.24 Consider a program P and let A 2 B v . Then the following are equivalent: a) A 6 2 T C #! b) A 2 FFI c) Every fair SLD-tree for P f Ag is nitely instantiating d) Comp L (P) j = 9:A. Theorem 3.24 generalizes naturally to the case of a goal consisting of several atoms, i.e., A can be substituted by a conjunction A 1 ; : : :; A n .
From Theorem 3.24 and Proposition 3.20, it follows that the NAI rule is complete also with respect to Comp(P ).
Corollary 3.25
If Comp(P ) j = 9:A then A 2 FFI : Under a stronger hypothesis we can prove soundness too. Intuitively, if P f Ag has a nitely instantiating SLD-tree and the instances on A given by this tree do not cover all possible terms of the Herbrand universe of the program, then for instantiating var(A) to some missing terms, P f A g should fail. Hence 9:A should be captured by the standard completion. The next de nition formalizes this notion of \non-covering tree".
De nition 3.26 Let A 2 B v , P be a program, TR an SLD-tree for P f Ag and x the sequence of variables occurring in A. We say that TR is a non-covering tree for A i there exists a grounding substitution (on the standard Herbrand universe associated to P) for A, such that for every maximal branch in TR We give some examples to make clear the sense of the above proposition.
Example 3.28 Consider the program in Example 3.17 and consider the goal p(x). We have that the (only) SLD-tree for P f p(x)g is nitely instantiating, and covering (i.e. not noncovering). In fact, the substitution = fx=ag, which is the only possible grounding substitution for p(x) in the language of P, labels a non-failing branch of the tree. Therefore, Comp(P ) 6 j = 9:p(x), whereas Comp L (P) j = 9:p(x). Example 3.29 Consider the program P of Example 3.5 and consider the goal plus(x; s 2 (0); y). We have that the (only) SLD-tree for P f plus(x; s 2 (0); y)g is nitely instantiating and non-covering; in fact the edges of the (only) branch of the tree are labeled by 0 = fy=s(y 1 )g; 1 = fy 1 =s(y 2 )g; 2 = fy 2 =xg. Thus we have, for instance, plus(0; s 2 (0); 0) 6 2 Ground(plus(x; s 2 (0); y) 0 1 2 ): Therefore Comp(P ) j = :plus(0; s 2 (0); 0), hence Comp(P ) j = 9:plus(x; s 2 (0); y).
SLDNI-resolution
In this section we de ne an extension of SLD-resolution based on the treatment of negative information via the NAI rule. We consider programs possibly containing clauses with existentially quanti ed negative queries in the body, which we call 9:general programs.
The syntax for 9:general queries, goals and programs is described by the following grammar:
Queries Q ::= A j 9:(Q) j Q; Q Goals G ::= Q Clauses C ::= A Q j A :
where A 2 Atom. In the rest of the paper, when there is no risk of ambiguity, we write 9:Q for 9:(Q).
The notions of literal and selection rule are extended as follows.
De nition 4.1 Let Q be a query. Roughly, the notion of derivation extends as follows. Let P be a 9:general program, R a selection rule and Q the current goal. Let Q 0 be the selected conjunct. If Q 0 is an atom, then we choose a clause A Q 00 of P ren such that A uni es with Q 0 , and replace Q 0 by Q 00 , in Q. Then, we apply the mgu to all variables which are not in the scope of an existential quanti er. We will use the notation ((Q n Q 0 ); Q 00 ) to indicate the resulting goal. If such a clause does not exist, then the derivation fails.
If Q 0 is of the form 9:Q 00 , then we check whether the derivation tree for P f Q 00 g instantiates the free variables of Q 00 . If this is the case, then Q 0 is removed from Q. The resulting goal will be indicated with QnQ 0 . If there exists a refutation for P f Q 00 g which does not instantiate the free variables of Q 00 , then the derivation fails. The derivation succeeds if it ends with the empty goal. Note that there are derivations which neither succeed nor fail. They can be in nite, like in fp pg f pg, or loop forever in the attempt to solve a negative conjunct, like in fp pg f 9:pg and in fp 9:pg f pg.
In the following, we denote by freevar(Q) the free variables in Q, i.e. if Q A, then freevar(Q) = var(A), if Q 9:Q 0 , then freevar(Q) = ;, if Q Q 1 ; Q 2 , then freevar(Q) = freevar(Q 1 ) freevar(Q 2 ). Following Shepherdson (1989) , we formalize the extended notion of refutation and tree. We call them SLDNI-refutation and SLDNI-tree, for SLD with Negation As Instantiation. First, let's make precise the notion of application of a substitution to a 9:general query. De nition 4.3 Let Q be a 9:general query and be a substitution. Then De nition 4.4 (SLDNI-resolution) Let P be a 9:general program, R a selection rule and G a 9:general goal.
An SLDNI-tree of rank k for P fGg, via R, is a tree TR de ned as follows: (a) Every node is a 9:general goal and every edge is labeled by a substitution, (b) the root node is G, (c) for every node Q (i) if the selected conjunct is an atom A, then for each clause H Q 0 in P (standardized apart), if H and A are uni able with mgu , then the goal ((Q n A); Q 0 ) is a child of Q, and the edge is labeled by . If there are no such children the node is a (failed) leaf node;
(ii) if the selected conjunct is 9:Q 0 and there exists a nitely instantiating SLDNI-tree for P f Q 0 g of rank k 0 < k, then Q n 9:Q 0 is the only child of Q, and the edge is labeled by ". If there exists a non-instantiating SLDNI-refutation of rank k 0 < k for P f Q 0 g, then Q is a (failed) leaf node.
TR is nitely instantiating at level h i it instantiates freevar(Q) at level h (see De nition 3.2).
An SLDNI-refutation of rank k for P fGg is a sequence of goals = G 0 ; G 1 ; : : :; G n , with G 0 = G and G n = 2, and an associated sequence of substitutions 0 ; : : :; n?1 such that for each i 2 0; n ? 1], either (i) the selected conjunct in G i is an atom A, there exists a clause H Q in P (standardized apart) such that H is uni able with A with mgu i and G i+1 = ((G i n A); Q) i , or (ii) the selected conjunct in G i is 9:Q, there exists a nitely instantiating SLDNI-tree of rank k 0 < k for P f Qg, G i+1 = G i n 9:Q and i = ".
The substitution ( 0 n?1 ) j (G) is the computed answer substitution. is non-instantiating if Inst( 0 n?1 ; freevar(G)) is false.
Note that a particular case of nitely instantiating SLDNI tree is a tree in which all branches fail, which we call nitely failed SLDNI tree.
Correctness of SLDNI-resolution
In this section we de ne the completion of a 9:general program and we show that the SLDNIresolution is sound with respect to it, thus extending the results of Section 3 to 9:general programs.
The completion of a 9:general program is just the straightforward extension of the standard notion of completion recalled in De nition 3.19. However we need here to give more details about its de nition, because we are going to use it in the proofs.
De nition 4.5 Let P be a 9:general program. Its completion with respect to the extended language L is de ned in the usual way, namely Comp L (P) = IFF (P) CET L . The set CET L is the set of the Clark's equality axioms for the language L (Clark, 1978) . The set IFF(P ) is the collection of completed de nitions of predicates in P, de ned as follows. Let p be a predicate occurring in the program and x 1 ; : : :; x n fresh variables. Assume there are s 0 clauses in P de ning p (i.e. with head predicate p). For i 2 1; s], let p( t i ) Q i be the i-th clause in P de ning p. Let E i be the formula 9 y i : x = t i^Qi , where y i denotes all the (free) variables in p( t i ) Q i . The completed de nition of p in P is
We remind that the symbol \;" in the queries has to be interpreted as the logical conjunction \^". In the following, when the program P is clear from the context, we write j = F for Comp L (P) j = F.
Proposition 4.6 Let P be a 9:general program, and Q a 9:general goal. Consider an SLDNI-tree for P f Qg. Assume the selected conjunct in Q to be an atom A. Let ;s] 9 z j : t d= x] = u j^Q 0 j : Observe that, for j 2 1; s], if t and u j are not uni able, then the component F j = 9 z j : t d= x] = u j^Q 0 j is false in Comp L (P), hence we can discard it from the disjunction in the right hand side. Analogously, if there exists j = mgu( t; u j ), but Inst( j ; x) holds, then t d= x] and u j are not uni able, hence we can discard the component F j .
Finally, if j = mgu( t; u j ) and :Inst( j ; x), then mgu( t d= x]; u j ) = j d= x j ], hence j = F j ! 9 z j : Q 0 j j d= x j ]:
Let j 1 ; : : :; j n 2 1; s] be the indexes such that 9 mgu( t; u jk ) = jk and :Inst( jk ; x). We Note that for m = 0 (i.e. x = ;) Proposition 4.6(2) corresponds to Lemma 3.15 of Lloyd (1987) , and for n = 0 (i.e. when all resolvents instantiate x) it reduces to Comp L (P) j = :Q d= x]. Theorem 4.7 (Correctness of SLDNI-resolution) Let P be a 9:general program and Q a 9:general goal. Then 1: if P f Qg has an SLDNI-refutation with c.a.s. , then Comp L (P) j = Q , 2: if P f Qg has a nitely instantiating SLDNI-tree, then Comp L (P) j = 9:Q. Proof By mutual generalized induction on the rank k.
1: For this part we reason by induction w.r.t. both the rank k and the length n of the refutation.
We use the lexicographic ordering on pairs hk; ni of natural numbers. In this ordering hk 1 ; n 1 i < hk 2 ; n 2 i i k 1 < k 2 or (k 1 = k 2 and n 1 < n 2 ): If n = 0, then Q is the empty goal. Assume now n > 0. We distinguish the two cases.
(i) The selected conjunct is an atom. Let be the mgu and Q 0 the resolvent of Q.
Then P f Q 0 g has an SLDNI-refutation of length n?1 with a c.a.s. 0 such that Q 0 = Q . By inductive hypothesis, j = Q 0 0 holds. Hence, by Proposition 4.6(1), we have j = Q 0 , i.e. j = Q . (ii) The selected conjunct is a negative query 9:Q 0 , and P f Q 0 g has a nitely instantiating SLDNI-tree of rank k 0 < k. Furthermore, P f Qn9:Q 0 g has an SLDNI-refutation of length n?1 with a c.a.s. . Then, by inductive hypothesis, we have j = 9:Q 0 and j = (Q n 9:Q 0 ) . Finally observe that (Q n 9:Q 0 ) ; 9:Q 0 = Q holds, since, by De nition 4.3, (9:Q 0 ) = 9:Q 0 . Therefore we have j = Q .
2: For this part we reason by induction w.r.t. both the rank k and the instantiation level h. We use the lexicographic ordering on pairs hk; hi of natural numbers. Note that changing the ordering w.r.t. Part 1 is harmless, since the mutual inductive hypothesis is done on k strictly smaller, and k is the rst component of the pairs in both the lexicographic orderings.
Assume that P f Qg has an SLDNI-tree which nitely instantiates at level h some variables x = x 1 ; : : :; x m 2 freevar(Q). We prove a stronger property, namely that Comp L (P) j = :Q d= x] holds, where d = d 1 ; : : :; d n are some of the additional constant symbols of L.
Consider the two cases:
(i) The selected conjunct is an atom. Consider all the children Q 1 ; : : :; Q n (n 0) of Q; whose associated substitutions 1 ; : : :; n satisfy :Inst( i ; x). By de nition, for each i 2 1; n]; P f Q i g has an SLDNI-tree which nitely instantiates x i at level h i < h (note that x i is a sequence of variables). By inductive hypothesis, 8i 2 
Incompleteness of SLDNI-resolution
The SLDNF-resolution is known to have two major drawbacks from which incompleteness arises.
The rst is what Clark (1978) called a oundering, which occurs when a derivation ends in a goal containing only non-ground negative literals. The more restricted use of NAF imposes that in this situation the computation arrests without any conclusion (neither success nor failure). The more liberal version (see for instance Lloyd (1987) , x 15) allows to go on in some cases: :A succeeds if A has a failed SLD-tree, and it fails if A has a refutation which does not instantiate the variables of A. However, the computation still arrests if none of these possibilities occurs. In particular, this happens when A has a refutation which instantiates the variables of A. The second problem is what Shepherdson (1985) calls a dead end, and it is related to loops.
In case there is an in nite fair computation for A, then the mainstream evaluation of :A is stuck because no answer is received about the subsidiary evaluation. The SLDNI-resolution excludes oundering, but it su ers from the dead end problem.
Example 4.8 P = f p 9:q(x); p q(x); q(x) q(x) g As one can easily verify, Comp L (P) j = p holds, but P f pg has no refutations. This is due to a dead end: neither SLDNI-refutations, nor nitely instantiating SLDNI-trees can be constructed for the subgoal q(x).
Of course, if the program and the query are positive (i.e. they do not contain existential negative conjuncts), the dead end problem cannot occur because the NAI rule is never invoked during the computation. So, in this case we have for the NAI-rule a completeness result (see Proposition 3.23 and its extension to the non-atomic goals) which, paraphrasing Shepherdson's terminology, we call 9:completeness of SLDNI-resolution.
Observe that 9:completeness is a further way to intend completeness in addition to the three ones considered by Shepherdson (1988) We can consider -completeness as the dual concept of :-completeness, both from a logical and from an operational point of view.
The 9:completeness can be thought of as the dual concept of 9-completeness and stated as follows:
(9:completeness) If Comp L (P) j = 9:Q then P f Qg instantiates freevar(Q):
5 Amalgamating NAF and NAI A major limitation of the language presented in Section 4 is that the negative components of a query cannot share variables with the positive ones. The situation is in a sense opposite to what happens in SLDNF-resolution, where, in order to avoid oundering, all the variables in negative literals must occur in some positive atom too (in the clause or in the query). It comes then natural to try an amalgamation of NAF and NAI in order to reduce the limitations of the two methods.
This can be done by allowing the presence of expressions like 9 x:Q, where x is a (possibly empty) sequence of variables, and by modifying the NAI rule so that 9 x:Q is evaluated successfully in P if there exists a tree which nitely instantiates x. The NAF rule and the NAI rule are particular instances of this rule, obtained with x = ; and x = freevar(Q) respectively. Concerning the treatment of failure, it is still correct to infer the failure of P f 9 x:Qg when there exists a refutation for P f Qg which does not instantiate the variables of Q. Note that, for correctness, it is necessary to consider all variables of Q, not only x. This is similar to the NAF case.
Example 5.1 Consider the program P = f p 9:q; q 9x:r(x; y); r(x; a) g A rule allowing to derive the falsity of q from the refutation of :r(x; y) would be incorrect, because Comp L (P) 6 j = p. It would also be inconsistent, because actually Comp L (P) j = :p Note that such a refutation instantiates y.
The arrest of the computation (with no conclusion) is limited to the situation in which there exists a refutation instantiating freevar(Q) n x. Note that our treatment of negation (for x = ;) is more general than the standard SLDNF-resolution as formalized, for instance, by Lloyd (1987) . Usually SLDNF-resolution requires a selected negative literal to be ground, otherwise it ounders. We allow the selected conjunct to be not ground, and stop the computation (with no conclusion) only if there exists a refutation instantiating its free variables.
The language amalgamating NAF and NAI is de ned as follows:
Queries Q ::= A j 9 x:(Q) j Q; Q Goals G ::= Q Clauses C ::= A Q j A :
where A 2 Atom and x 2 Var. As usual, we omit the parentheses when there is no risk of ambiguity.
Note that this language allows us to express various kinds of general formula in the body of clauses. For instance, :Q can be expressed as 9;:Q; 8 xQ can be expressed as :9 x:Q; 9 x(Q 1 ! Q 2 ) can be expressed as 9 x:(Q 1 ; :Q 2 ); etc.
The notion of conjunct is modi ed according to the new grammar in the obvious way. So, a conjunct is either an atom or an expression of the form 9 x:Q. As one would expect, the application of a substitution to a query generalizes as follows:
A if Q = A 9 x(:Q 0 j n x ) if Q = 9 x:Q 0 Q 1 ; Q 2 if Q = Q 1 ; Q 2 : From this de nition it appears clear that quanti ed negative conjuncts can now communicate, i.e. share variables, with the other conjuncts.
We present now the resolution mechanism for the amalgamated language, which we call SLDNFIresolution. This is obtained by modifyingDe nition 4.4 according to the above described treatment of formulas like 9 x:Q. De nition 5.2 (SLDNFI-resolution)
The notion of SLDNFI-tree is obtained by replacing the point c(ii) in De nition 4.4 by the following condition:
(ii) if the selected conjunct is 9 x:Q 0 , then -if there exists an SLDNFI-tree for P f Q 0 g of rank k 0 < k which nitely instantiates x, then Q n 9 x:Q 0 is the only child of Q, and the edge is labeled by ". -if there exists an SLDNFI-refutation for P f Q 0 g of rank k 0 < k which does not instantiate freevar(Q 0 ), then Q is a (failed) leaf node. (Note that the restriction concerning instantiation involves all the variables of Q 0 , not only x). The notion of SLDNFI-refutation is obtained by replacing the corresponding point (ii) in De nition 4.4 by the condition:
(ii) the selected conjunct in G i is 9 x:Q, there exists an SLDNFI-tree of rank k 0 < k for P f Qg which nitely instantiates x, G i+1 = G i n 9 x:Q and i = ".
The following result states the correctness of SLDNFI-resolution, thus generalizing Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 5.3 (Correctness of SLDNFI-resolution) Let P be an amalgamated program, Q an amalgamated goal and x freevar(Q). Then 1. if P f Qg has an SLDNFI-refutation with c.a.s. , then Comp L (P) j = Q , 2. if P f Qg has an SLDNFI-tree nitely instantiating x, then Comp L (P) j = 9 x:Q. Proof Slight modi cation of the proof of Theorem 4.7. In 1(ii) replace 9:Q 0 by 9 z:Q 0 , and observe that j = 9 z:Q 0 ) j = (9 z:Q 0 ) , and that (Q n 9 z:Q 0 ) ; (9 z:Q 0 ) = Q .
In 2(ii)(a) and 2(ii)(b) replace 9:Q 0 by 9 z:Q 0 , and observe that (Q n 9 z:Q 0 ) d= z]; 9 z:Q 0 = Q d= z]. Furthermore, in 2(ii)(a) observe that j = Q 0 )j = 8 zQ 0 ,j = :9 z:Q 0 .
The rest of the proof remains the same.
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As a particular case of Theorem 5.3, when x = ; we obtain: Remark 5.4 If P f Qg has a nitely failed SLDNFI-tree, then Comp L (P) j = :Q, i.e. Comp L (P) j = 8:Q.
This can be used as a basis for the introduction of a \direct" universal quanti er in the language, thus improving the e ciency of the interpreter. We do not investigate further this possibility here, but we give an example of how this construct could be used. In our language this relation can be de ned by the program P = fsubset(y; z) 8x:(member(x; y); :member(x; z))g Member where 8xQ is an abbreviation for :9x:Q and :Q is an abbreviation for 9;:Q. When we try to refute subset(t; u), we have to evaluate three nested negations before evaluating member(x; t); :member(x; u). By using Remark 5.4 we could instead directly infer 8x:(member(x; t); :member(x; u)) from the nite failure of the tree for P f member(x; t); :member(x; u)g.
Note that the program for subset in Example 5.5 is \complete" w.r.t. the positive use, in the sense that, given two ground lists t; u which represent two sets T; U with T U, then P f subset(t; u)g has an SLDNFI-refutation.
On the other hand, it is not complete w.r.t. the negative use, in the sense that if T 6 U, then P f :subset(t; u)g gives no answer, because the SLDNFI-resolution only generates SLDNFIrefutations for P f member(x; t); :member(x; u)g which instantiate x to elements of T n U.
The negative counterpart of the relation subset could better be de ned by P = f not subset(y; z) member(x; y); :member(x; z) g:
In fact, P f :subset(t; u)g succeeds if T 6 U. Concerning completeness, SLDNFI-resolution su ers from the oundering problem as well as SLDNF-resolution. This problem is however limited to the case in which there is a refutation instantiating the free variables of a selected negative conjunct. Obviously, to the purpose of approximating completeness as much as possible, it is better to delay the selection of a negative conjunct until all the positive literals have been resolved, and all possible bindings generated.
Thanks to the capability to deal with existentially quanti ed conjuncts, hence with local variables, our treatment of negation ts better than negation as failure to be the operational counterpart of the completion semantics.
Example 5.6 Consider the program P = f p(x) :q(x; y); q(x; a) ; r(b) g We have Comp(P ) j = p(x), but, due to the local variable y, the standard SLDNF-resolution would not derive the success of P f p(x)g, not even when modi ed according to De nition 5.2.
On the other hand, in our language P would be naturally written as P 0 = f p(x) 9y:q(x; y); q(x; a) ; r(b) g and P 0 f p(x)g has an SLDNFI-refutation with empty substitution.
We end this section with another example.
Example 5.7 Consider a binary operation op, de ned in Logic Programming by a ternary relation p op (i.e. p op (x; y; z) , op(x; y) = z). The neutral elements, formally de ned as neutral(x) , 8y(op(x; y) = y)^(op(y; x) = y);
can be de ned in our language by neutral(x) :9y:(p op (x; y; y); p op (y; x; y)):
The opposite can be de ned as not neutral(x) :neutral (x) or, more simply not neutral(x) 9y:p op (x; y; y); not neutral(x) 9y:p op (y; x; y):
6 Conclusions and future work
We have de ned a failure set (the FFI set) which is the negative counterpart of the atomic consequences set of a program. This set is operationally characterized as the set of atoms for which every SLD-derivation either fails or instantiates some variables. Then, we have shown that FFI is the set of atoms whose existentially quanti ed negation is a logical consequence of the completion of the program P. This model-theoretic characterization has given the foundations of a new rule for the treatment of negated atoms, the Negation As Instantiation rule, which infers 9:A if P f Ag has a \ nitely instantiating" SLD-tree. The NAI rule is as easy to implement as the NAF rule and it is orthogonal to it. We have combined the two rules into an interpreter called SLDNFI-resolution, of which we have proved the correctness. The obstacles to completeness are the loops and the uninstantiated variables. Our idea is to try the approaches of Drabent and Martelli (1991) and of Kunen (1989) in order to overcome the problem of the loops, and to nd a restriction similar to allowdness in order to avoid the problem of the variables.
